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1. Executive Summary
Three of the project areas in which the LIFE EX-TRA project is developed (Romania, Bulgaria
and Greece) are home to important bear populations where the overlap of bear territories and
human dwellings often generates conflicts between the presence of the predator and human
activities. These can be caused by bears causing damage on livestock or on other goods such as
bee-hives or corn storages, or by the simple fact that bears approach humans and therefore
represent a potential or a real danger.
In past it has been seen in other bear areas (e.g. Austria, Croatia) that the set-up of Bear
Emergency Teams can be extremely helpful to mitigate the conflicts between bears and humans.
This is on the one hand due to the fact that adequate expertise in available to concretely handle
with specific conflict situations. On the other hand, the presence of specific teams gives local
affected groups the feeling that they have persons whom to address to in case of conflicts.
Therefore in the LIFE EX-TRA Project it was decided to develop specifically trained and
equipped teams in each project area where bears occur. The main tasks of the BETs were 1. to
deal with problem/nuisance bears, 2. to release illegally trapped bears, 3. interviews in sites with
cases of problem bear appearance, 4. bear advocacy in areas with more damages and higher
tension, 5. trapping and monitoring of nuisance brown bears and assessment of cases of unusual
bear death.
In Italy in Parco Nazionale Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga and in Parco Nazionale Monti
Sibillini the presence of bears is extremely sporadic and therefore these animals do not cause
conflicts yet. However, it is likely that the number of bears will increase. It has been seen in
many cases (e.g. the story of the brown bear JJ1 (Bruno), that was shot in Germany in 2006) that
it is important to take preventive action for conflict management, because when conflicts appear
they do so suddenly and often leave little time for the authorities to get organized. Being ready
for any kind of conflict situation is a successful means to reduce the negative feelings of the
interest groups and the general public towards the target species. Therefore in these two areas
Bear Emergency Teams have been developed for preventive purposes.
In the frame of the LIFE COEX Project (LIFE04NAT/IT/000144) a bear emergency team has
been set up by Prof. Djuro Humber of the University of Zagreb. Prof. Huber and his team have
provided initial assistance and training in the set-up of Bear Emergency Teams in all the project
countries. In each country the local project teams have then autonomously developed BET
protocols in agreement with local authorities and stakeholders.
In Italy the two Project Partners PNMS and PNGSL have developed a common BET protocol,
but two separate teams have been trained and equipped with the necessary tools. This was
necessary due to the big surfaces of the territories of the two Parks, which would be too large for
one team to be covered efficiently. The common BET Protocol has been designed by an expert
consultant, Mr. Franco Mari, who had already previously participated in the development of
similar initiatives in northern Italy.
In Romania, the initial training a BET Protocol was developed in agreement Large Carnivore
Working Group for Romania, a multidisciplinary working group that deals with large carnivore
monitoring and management. The Ministry of Environment agreed to include this protocol as
part of the bear management plan.
During the project the Romanian BET has dealt with 34 interventions, in which totally 56 bears
were rescued.
In Bulgaria three training courses have been organizes in Bulgaria also some of the team
members participated experience exchange trainings in Italy. A BET protocol has been created
and included in the Bulgarian Brown Bear Management Plan, which was finalized on 28
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December 2008. After this five different teams have been equipped with necessary gear and
adequately trained.
During the project these teams released and saved the life of 4 bears that were captured by
poacher in illegally set snares. Other 3 problem bears have been captured by BET in order to
monitor their activities and the effect of stress from capturing and manipulation on their
behaviour. In total the Bulgarian BETs have intervened in 52 cases of bears coming into some
sort of conflict with human activities.
The Greek BET has been set up in cooperation with the LIFE Pindos/Grevena Project
(NAT/07/GR/000291). During the project this team has intervened in with 30 cases of which
50% concerned bear damage on agricultural production and livestock. In three cases the BET
had to deal with bear-vehicle collisions and in two cases with bear aversive conditioning. Of
these in one case bear relocation was applied as an additional aversive conditioning method.
Intervention cases present a seasonal peak in autumn. Overall the presence and operation of the
BET in the project area had a positive effect on people’s attitudes and tolerance levels towards
brown bear presence.
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2. Introduction
The conflict between large carnivores and humans has always been one of the main reasons for
the persecution of bears by humans. In the past as a result of this conflict in combination with
loss of habitats their fragmentation and deterioration led to extinction of wolves and bears of
most of their habitats in Europe.
In last 20 year there have been radical political, social and economic changes especially in
Bulgaria and Romania. Changes in agricultural policy, building of new touristic facilities in core
bear habitats (more garbage), more intensive logging, mushroom and wild fruits collection, much
more intensive supplementary feeding of large game and closer to the settlements, etc. led to
appearance of more problem bears. There were more damages to livestock breeders and
agricultures (inc. apiaries) food conditioned bears also represent higher risk to humans. In such
conditions is important to decrease the possibility of creation of problem bears as well as quick
and adequate respond to every case with a problem bear.
Bear emergency teams (BETs) are often sought to provide expertise in all types of humancarnivore conflicts, reduce tensions and avoid damages or deadly accidents. In past, such kinds
of teams have been developed in several places (Austria and Croatia) and have been extremely
successful in solving conflicts that appear due to the presence of bears that interact in different
ways with human activities.
Since conflicts between bears and human activities are in many cases unavoidable, and given the
direct connection between bear-human interference and bear-human caused mortality, it became
obvious that such situations had to be dealt accordingly and if possible effectively, in order to
reverse the negative attitudes and impact towards bears. The establishment of a flexible
management mechanism capable of treating each bear-human interference case appropriately
and according to a specific protocol led to the idea of the establishment of a “Bear Emergency
Team” in each project area.
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3. Italy
3.1 Background information
L’Orso è un animale la cui presenza nei territori del Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti
della Laga e del Parco Nazionale dei Monti Sibillini è stata segnalata solo sporadicamente ed è,
probabilmente, riferibile ad animali in dispersione giovanile (giovani maschi) e non ad adulti
stanziali. Scarse sono nel recente passato le segnalazioni o il ritrovamento di segni di presenza
d’orso nel Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga. Nel periodo compreso tra il 1994
ed il 2006 sono soltanto cinque le segnalazioni (due tracce, due escrementi ed un danno ad un
alveare) che fanno ritenere possibile la presenza temporanea della specie nel territorio del Parco
Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga. Il rinvenimento di un escremento sul versante
nord del Pizzo di Intermesoli nel Novembre 2008 e l’avvistamento di un esemplare, effettuato da
un allevatore nel territorio di Montereale, costituiscono i più recenti indizi che il territorio del
Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga possa costituire un’area frequentata da orsi
in dispersione provenienti dalla popolazione madre del Parco Nazionale d’Abruzzo Lazio e
Molise che raggiungono il Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga attraverso i
territori del Parco Nazionale della Majella, del Parco Regionale del Sirente – Velino o anche dai
monti del Reatino.
Per quanto riguarda invece il Parco Nazionale dei Monti Sibillini, dal 2006 al 2010 è stato
possibile documentare la presenza stabile di un individuo maschio adulto, del quale si è
identificato il genotipo attraverso il monitoraggio con trappole per peli. Questo orso è stato
seguito nei suoi spostamenti per quattro anni, attraverso l’uso di foto trappole e alla raccolta dei
segni di presenza. Nella sua permanenza sui Monti Sibillini il plantigrado ha compiuto periodici
e numerosi spostamenti , allontanandosi dal Parco anche per alcune decine di chilometri ma
non sono stati mai documentati comportamenti anomali o di confidenza. Le predazioni al
bestiame domestico attribuite all’orso nei quattro anni di permanenza nel parco sono solo due.
Per cinque volte l’orso ha invece attaccato le arnie di quattro diversi apiari. La sua presenza ha
destato preoccupazione e curiosità nelle comunità locali del Parco, senza però mai rappresentare
un reale motivo di conflitto, considerato anche il numero molto limitato dei danni provocati.
In Italia, il nucleo fondamentale della popolazione di Orso bruno marsicano è localizzato nel
territorio del Parco Nazionale d’Abruzzo, Lazio e Molise . Il “Piano d’Azione Nazionale per la
tutela dell’Orso Bruno Marsicano”, che rappresenta il documento di riferimento dello Stato
Italiano, delle Regioni e delle Amministrazioni in materia di gestione e conservazione dell’Orso
bruno marsicano, evidenzia come l’area del Parco Nazionale d’Abruzzo, Lazio e Molise sia
insufficiente ad assicurare le dinamiche naturali di una popolazione di orsi e che sia pertanto
necessario favorire una graduale espansione dell’areale dell’Orso, in grado di assicurare il
successo dei movimenti di dispersione e dei nuovi insediamenti.
Unitamente ai territori di altre aree protette dell’Appennino centrale, il territorio del Parco
Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga costituisce l’areale di possibile ed auspicabile
espansione della piccola popolazione attualmente presente nell’Italia centrale.
Poiché il territorio del Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga costituisce un’area
dove le comunità locali da molto tempo non sono più abituate ad una presenza stabile dell’Orso,
si è ritenuto utile, al fine di prevenire, il più possibile, eventuali situazioni di allarme o di
conflitto, attivare un Gruppo Emergenza Orso (GEO), in grado di gestire eventuali situazioni
critiche ma anche, e soprattutto, finalizzato ad informare le collettività locali sui comportamenti
da tenere in caso di presenza dell’Orso.
3.2 Procedures to establish the BETs
Tra tutte le attività del progetto Life EXTRA l’istituzione del BET è quella che maggiormente ha
potuto beneficare del trasferimento di esperienza con gli altri partner. Una fase propedeutica è
consistita, infatti, nell’organizzazione di più viaggi esperienza nelle aree coinvolte nel progetto
5

in cui la densità dell’orso è significativamente più alta rispetto all’Italia e in cui la presenza
dell’orso rappresenta un elemento di forte conflittualità con le comunità locali.
Dal 7 al 10 aprile 2010, i tecnici dei due parchi nazionali coinvolti nella costituzione del BET
hanno frequentato un corso di formazione dal titolo: “Implementation and management of a Bear
Emergency Team” nel Parco di Kuterevo in Croazia. Il corso è stato tenuto dal Prof. Djuro
Huber veterinario coordinatore del Bear Emergency Team (BET)della Croazia. Il corso è stato
suddiviso in una parte teorica ed una parte pratica sul campo. La parte teorica ha visto la
presentazione della situazione della popolazione di orsi in Croazia, con analisi delle azioni di
monitoraggio e gestione. A seguire, una presentazione che ha analizzato nello specifico
costituzione e compiti del BET Croato, con analisi particolareggiata delle scale di rischio e delle
varie azioni che un BET può mettere in pratica.
La parte pratica del corso ha compreso una necroscopia di campo di un giovane esemplare di
orso morto in seguito ad un investimento sulla linea ferroviaria, oltre alla telenarcosi di due
giovani esemplari di orso tenuti in cattività.
Nello stesso anno è stato effettuato un viaggio esperienza in Romania, nel corso del quale si sono
potute approfondire le problematiche relative alla presenza di orsi confidenti in prossimità di
aree urbane e le tecniche di cattura e monitoraggio del plantigrado.
La costituzione del BET si è avviata in Italia proprio in seguito alle suddette iniziative. In questa
fase si è deciso di costituire due distinti gruppi di intervento, al fine di assicurare , in caso di
attivazione del BET, una maggiore operatività.
Si è pertanto giunti, con Determina SERS 416 del 29/04/2010 nel Parco Nazionale del Gran
Sasso e Monti della Laga e con Decreto n. 240 del 06/07/2011 nel il Parco Nazionale dei Monti
Sibillini, alla costituzione dei rispettivi Gruppi di Emergenza Orso (GEO). I due atti istitutivi
prevedono che i due gruppi di emergenza possano operare in maniera coordinata e congiunta.
Con nota prot. 4296/10 del 22/04/2010, il Dott. Franco Mari, biologo con grande esperienza
nella gestione dell’orso, è stato incaricato di predisporre un Manuale che contenesse tutte le
informazioni ed indicazioni necessarie sulle azioni da attivare, sulle diverse tecniche di
dissuasione da attuare, in caso di presenza dell’Orso, per prevenire e mitigare i possibili conflitti
che, l’improvviso ritorno dell’Orso in aree dove, da tempo, non era più presente, avrebbe potuto
generare con le attività antropiche.
Il manuale doveva contenere un protocollo operativo per la gestione degli orsi confidenti che
costituisse il documento di riferimento per il Gruppo di Emergenza Orso del Gran Sasso e dei
Sibillini.
Il 9 novembre 2010, (prot. n. 12120/10) il Dott. Franco Mari, ha inviato il “Manuale per la
gestione dell’Orso nel Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga” ed un successivo
aggiornamento del lavoro è pervenuto in data 15 marzo 2012 (prot. n. 2942/12). Il documento ha
costituito la base di riferimento per gli operatori del GEO.
In data 15 luglio 2011, presso la sede del Parco Nazionale dei Monti Sibillini, il Dott. Franco
Mari ha tenuto un incontro teorico – pratico e di coordinamento tra i componenti del GEO del
Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga e i componenti del GEO del Parco Nazionale
dei Monti Sibillini per fornire alcune informazioni di carattere generale sulla biologia dell’Orso
marsicano, con particolare riferimento ad alcune caratteristiche comportamentali la cui corretta
valutazione dovrebbe essere alla base delle scelte operative dei gruppi di intervento.
Durante l’incontro, il Dott. Mari ha sottolineato che per rafforzare le competenze e la
preparazione tecnica dei componenti del GEO, sarebbe stato utile attivare azioni di
coordinamento e di messa in rete di buone pratiche ed esperienze con altri gruppi di intervento
che si stavano costituendo nei parchi centro-appenninici, come il Gruppo Emergenza Orso
sviluppato nel progetto Life Arctos.
Il 17 dicembre 2012, ad Isola del Gran Sasso (TE), presso la sede del Parco Nazionale del Gran
Sasso e Monti della Laga, il Dott. Luciano Sammarone, Coordinatore del Gruppo Emergenza
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Orso del progetto Life Arctos, e la Dott.ssa Roberta Latini, Biologa dl Parco Nazionale
d’Abruzzo, Lazio e Molise hanno tenuto un corso di formazione per il personale del GEO del
Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga e del Parco Nazionale dei Monti Sibillini.
Oltre ad informazioni relative a biologia, ecologia ed etologia dell’orso bruno, il Dott.
Sammarone e la Dott.ssa Latini hanno contribuito alla formazione del GEO grazie
all’esposizione di esperienze di gestione di orsi confidenti nell'area del Parco Nazionale
d’Abruzo, Lazio e Molise dove le interazioni Orso – Uomo sono frequenti e dove,
conseguentemente, si è maturata una grande esperienza nella loro gestione.

3.3 Summary of the contents of the BET protocol
Partendo da considerazioni relative ad aspetti quali: distribuzione consistenza e caratteristiche
eco-etologiche della specie, il manuale evidenzia che le aree del Gran Sasso-Laga e dei Monti
Sibillini, sono, con grande probabilità, interessate dal fenomeno della dispersione che riguarda in
genere i giovani maschi d’orso. Questo aspetto risulta poco documentato per l’orso appenninico,
mentre si hanno maggiori riferimenti a livello della popolazione alpina presente nelle Alpi
Centrali che deriva dal nucleo relitto presente in Trentino (2-3 esemplari non più riproduttivi) ai
quali, nel periodo 1999-2002, si sono aggiunti 10 individui (3 maschi e 7 femmine) di
provenienza slovena attraverso un programma di rilascio effettuato nel Parco Adamello Brenta
attraverso il progetto Life Ursus. Nel monitoraggio effettuato in questo progetto è stata
evidenziata una spiccata tendenza all’erratismo dei maschi sub-adulti che tendono a muoversi
anche su grandi distanze, tanto che alcuni individui hanno interessato con la loro presenza sia i
territori delle province confinanti (Bolzano, Lombardia e Veneto) che i paesi limitrofi (Svizzera
e Austria).
Partendo da queste considerazioni il manuale è stato strutturato secondo 3 diversi scenari
possibili:
•
•
•

presenza dell’orso non accertata;
presenza accertata dell’orso;
presenza di un orso confidente.

Il Manuale illustra le tecniche da utilizzare per accertare la presenza dell’orso in un’area ed
evidenzia poi che l’arrivo dell’orso in aree la cui presenza non è stabile, innesca una serie di
problematiche con alcune attività antropiche presenti a livello locale; per questo motivo,
parallelamente al monitoraggio, risulta importante attivare un programma di coinvolgimento
degli stakeholder e dei media.
Un elemento importante nella fase di monitoraggio della presenza dell’orso è quello di poter
contare su analisi genetiche che diano risultati veloci in modo da poter caratterizzare subito il
soggetto presente; questo in funzione di conoscere se questo esemplare sia tra quelli che in altre
aree hanno manifestato un comportamento confidente nei confronti dell’uomo.
Un altro punto importante, affrontato dal manuale nell’ambito delle azioni di comunicazione è
legato al far comprendere l’importanza di non dare cibo all’orso. Questo perché quando un orso
si abitua alla presenza dell’uomo aumentano le possibilità che entri negli abitati alla ricerca di
cibo, e che si creino situazioni di pericolo magari dovute a un errato comportamento dell’uomo
nei confronti dell’orso.
Per quanto riguarda la prevenzione dei danni, partendo dal presupposto generale che in un area
con presenza dell’orso inevitabilmente insorgeranno dei danni e che il progressivo aumento della
presenza antropica, anche in zone lontane dai centri abitati, non fa che incrementare le possibilità
di contatto con l’orso, il manuale evidenzia che i danni dipendono, come tipo e impatto, in gran
parte, dalla presenza o meno di idonee strutture di protezione
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Particolare rilevanza viene data alla necessità, in caso di presenza accertata di un orso in una
certa zona, all’eliminazione della disponibilità di fonti di cibo di origine antropica, quali i rifiuti
presenti a livello di discarica o in cassonetti.
Viene poi riportata una specifica classificazione degli orsi confidenti, in base al loro
comportamento ed alle relative procedure gestionali da attuare. In particolare viene evidenziato
come l’insorgenza di comportamenti che portano un orso ad essere definito come “problematico”
siano dovuti alla presenza di cibo o di situazioni legate alle attività umane e alla mancanza di una
loro adeguata gestione.
Il manuale contiene, infine, specifiche indicazioni sulle metodologie di ricondizionamento da
mettere in atto in caso di orsi confidenti.
Due allegati finali si riferiscono alle tecniche di realizzazione di “fur traps” e sulle metodologie
di cattura di eventuali orsi problematici.

3.4 Problems and solutions
Per verificare e monitorare la presenza dell’orso nel Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti
della Laga, sono state allestite 30 “trappole per peli” (fur traps) consistenti in esche olfattive
circondate da filo spinato teso ad un altezza da terra di circa 50 cm, localizzate prevalentemente
all’interno di aree boscate o cespugliate.
L’Orso non è presente nel PNGSL con una popolazione stabile e la frequentazione dell’area
protetta avviene in maniera sporadica ed occasionale; per tale motivo la localizzazione delle fur
traps è stata effettuata seguendo un criterio opportunistico, sulla base dei segni di presenza della
specie rinvenuti in passato e dell’idoneità ambientale per la specie delle diverse aree del parco,
valutata in prevalenza in base alla presenza di aree boscate estese, mature e poco disturbate od
alla presenza di risorse trofiche.
L’azione di monitoraggio condotta non ha evidenziato la presenza dell’orso nel Parco del Gran
Sasso e Monti della Laga. Nel Parco Nazionale dei Monti Sibillini è stato possibile monitorare
l’unico individuo di orso presente per un anno e mezzo, da gennaio 2009 a maggio 2010, mese in
cui sono stati rilevati gli ultimi segni di presenza del plantigrado. Il monitoraggio dell’orso nei
Sibillini è proseguito fino a dicembre 2012; in questo periodo non sono stati più raccolti segni di
presenza certi ma solo segnalazioni molto dubbie in più aree del Parco. La fitta rete di stazioni di
fototrappolaggio allestite anche per il lupo non hanno mai restituito informazioni sicure sul
ritorno dell’orso o sulla presenza di nuovi esemplari. L’esemplare di orso allontanatosi dai
Sibillini nel 2010 è stato rimarcato geneticamente sui Monti della Duchessa a novembre 2010,
fattispecie che ha confermato l’attitudine di questa specie a compiere spostamenti interregionali
anche in poche settimane .
Per quanto sopra detto non è stato fino ad oggi mai necessario, in entrambi i parchi nazionali,
attivare il BET. Ciò non ha quindi consentito di testare l’operatività dei due gruppi di intervento
costituiti nell’ambito del progetto. Questo potrebbe rappresentare un problema qualora si
dovesse presentare, in futuro, una situazione di emergenza non preannunciata dalla presenza
accertata dell’orso. È opportuno, pertanto, che i gruppi di intervento costituiti siano
periodicamente sottoposti ad attività di formazione, aggiornamento e scambio di esperienza,
come è stato fatto negli ultimi mesi del progetto.

3.5 Conclusions
Anche se nel Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga, il monitoraggio non ha
portanto al rilevamento di una frequentazione del territorio da parte dell’orso, la creazione di una
rete di trappole olfattive ha costituito un importante contributo alla conoscenza della fauna del
parco. Sono state più volte rilevate specie rare e di interesse conservazionistico quali il Lupo ed
8

il Gatto selvatico. Per tale motivo la rete di fur traps verrà mantenuta attiva anche dopo il termine
del progetto e diventerà parte integrante delle azioni di monitoraggio faunistico messe in atto
dall’Ente. La costituzione del BET ha consentito di standardizzare le tecniche di monitoraggio
dell’orso nei due parchi nazionali e di accrescere la consapevolezza sui fattori che potrebbe
generare, in caso di futura presenza dell’orso, situazioni di potenziale conflitto. In questo modo,
basandosi sull’esperienza già acquisita in altre aree e paesi (Parco nazionale d’Abruzzo, Croazia,
Romania e Grecia) sarà possibile prevenire, attraverso un controllo più attento del territorio,
l’insorgenza di comportamenti confidenti e conflittuali.
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4. Romania
4.1 Background information
In Romania, activities similar to those attributed to BET in other countries are carried out by few
entities (Forest Research and Management Planning Institute - Brasov branch, Environmental
Protection Agency Vrancea, Milvus Group) but are not included in any strategy or policy at
national level. Moreover, they refer only to rescuing trapped bears or relocating problem bears
entering the urban areas. The large numbers of bears in the country and the large numbers of
interventions in the recent past (around 350 bears released or relocated in the last 10 years)
underlines the importance of establishing officially and legally such a team at national level.
4.2 Procedures used to establish the BET
An initial training in Romania was provided by Prof. Djuro Huber, who had created a BET in
Croatia in the frame of the LIFE COEX Project (LIFE04NAT/IT000144). The training included
both structuring the BET protocol and activities at national level and methods for tranquilizing
bears and collecting samples from them. The meeting took place in Brasov area, between 1st-3rd
of June 2010, with 27 participants from various institutions (forest research and management
planning institute, hunting associations, territorial game management control inspectorates,
forest administration units, environmental protection agencies, LIFE Ursus project members,
bear rehabilitation center, NGOs).
During the above mentioned training, a BET protocol was designed on a similar structure as the
one existing in Croatia, including procedures to manage conflicts situations, and also staff
members from across the country were appointed. However, during later discussions in a
meeting with the Large Carnivore Working Group for Romania it was decided that at this stage
the BET protocol should refer only to trapped bears and should not be represented by single
individuals in different regions across the country. As a result, the list of people from the initial
draft was eliminated and the protocol was re-written in a different format.
4.3 Summary of the contents of the BET protocol
The BET interventions should be done by specialized units which must include specialized
personnel (able to carry and use tranquilizing substances). All such units must be registered at
the Ministry of Environment and Forests. Registration will be done upon request. The units must
prove they have specialized personnel (including authorized person for handling tranquilizing
substances) and proper equipment for tranquilization, transport (for relocation), sample
collection, GPS. All entities involved must act upon request from local people or entities and the
list with authorized BET should be public and readily available. If an entity should stop
functioning, it should report to the ministry immediately. Hunting association could have their
own BET and in such cases they could offer services to other hunting grounds (in which case the
team should be on the public list as well; otherwise not). After each intervention, a unit must
report to the ministry and must take biometrical data and biologic samples for analysis (the
protocol has in annexes the precise information which should be collected and instructions for
sample collection). The costs of intervention should be reimbursed by the hunting association
(only for the cases when bear is trapped n their ground and the association has the right to cull a
bear on its ground). In all other cases will be reimbursed by the Ministry of Environment and
Forests.
The project team has proposed to the Large Carnivore Working Group for Romania and to the
Ministry of Environment and Forests that the agreed BET protocol should be included in the
Bear Management Plan (to replace the chapter related to Problem Bears, completely outdated
and less specific). The LCWG and the ministry accepted the proposal and the ministry submitted
a confirmation letter to the project team.
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4.4 Activities of the BET
As BET has changed from a clearly defined national-group to a group of specialized units which
should be authorized by the ministry based upon request, the project team has cooperated closely
in 2011 and 2012 at local level with the existing BET within the Forest Research and
Management Planning Institute - Brasov branch (the institution with the longest and richest
experience in such interventions). For actions within Brasov area (the project area) and
surroundings, tranquillizing consumables were provided by the project to this team. Together
with the project team members, the BET team has tranquilized 38 bears in the forests
surrounding the city of Brasov (well known for large populations of scavenger bears, and many
recent conflicts with city dwellers) in 2011 and 2012, in addition to those previously addressed
in 2010 (9 cases involving 18 bears, in Brasov, Mures, Hunedoara, Bacau, Bistrita and Arges
counties).
4.5 Problems and solutions
The lack of a clear and efficient policy for ensuring such needed consumables and for fast
reimbursement of costs was locally overcome by the intervention of the LIFE EXTRA project.
However, in the future, finding the most efficient way for financial reimbursements is needed in
order to avoid deadly events, keep conflicts under control and maintain the tolerance of humans
towards carnivores. Enforcing the BET protocol proposed by the LIFE EXTRA project should
help this process.
4.6 Conclusions
BET is needed and useful in Romania. An efficient system for interventions from the simple
appearance of a bear close to human settlements to deadly accidents should help maintenance of
tolerance feelings of humans towards large carnivores. This is even more important in a country
hosting a very large bear populations with an increasing trend (as hunting is nowadays
prohibited).
Lessons learned
Participatory approach and transparency of the process is the key for successful implementation
of any strategy on large carnivore conservation. Political changes in the ministries are hindering
the efficiency of promoting new and/or updating old legislation and policies.
Indicate how the action will be implemented after the end of the project
The proposed BET, becoming part of the bear management plan will be a useful tool for
conservation of the species itself but also of the tolerance attitude towards it. I will probably
undergo some future changes (upgrades) in the near future and hopefully will include more
actions (e.g. dealing with all cases involving bears).
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5. Bulgaria
5.1 Background information
As seen in fir. 1 there was an increase of caused by bear damages in Bulgaria in the period 20082010. The year with the most recorded damages – 2009 was followed by two attack of humans
one of them lethal the second person escaped with serious injuries in 2010.
Fig. 1. Registered damages caused by Brown bear in Bulgaria in the period 2004-2012

Some of the reasons for the increase number of damages and higher risk for humans were
mentioned in the introduction – increasing of disturbance, habitat deterioration and related to
humans food sources (increased supplementary feeding and garbage). In the period 2002 – 2005
most of local hunting units started bait wild boar in order to have more successful drive hunting.
That led to appearance of many food conditioned bears. That can be proved also by distribution
of damages by seasons. As shown on fig. 2 Most of the damages (42%) are caused in the
summer, when very limited supplementary feeding is provided. In the period with limited natural
food – spring or during preparation for hibernation – autumn much less damages have been
recorded. Food conditioning leads to shortening bear- human distance and as a result increased
the damages and risk for bear attacks on humans. Even if we assume that the problem with
garbage and game feeding is completely solved there still will be risk. Coexistence of brown
bears and domestic livestock/beehives without some depredation is probably impossible. Limited
livestock losses may be acceptable for conservation purposes, but extensive damages and
attacks/risk for humans are unlikely to be tolerated. The main purpose of BET is to reduce the
tension and conflict. If local inhabitants are not satisfied with the prevention measures or/and
feel risk for themselves, their property is regularly damaged by bears it’s quite likely to violate
legislation and begin to kill bear in their area.
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Fig. 2 Distribution of caused by bear damages by seasons in Bulgaria

There is some information about poisoned bears. That practice can have significant negative
impact not only on bears but on many other rare and endangered species. Three bears have been
release by our BET from illegal snares.
Also in many cases bear that lost fear from humans appeared in public areas including a train
station, regularly scared camping of tree loggers in Central Balkan area but most often appeared
near garbage containers.
One of the main reasons the BET was established is avoid any possible problems that people
might have with human-habituated bears. The experts from BET had to deal with upset farmers,
hunters and concerned locals.
In conclusion there 5 main reasons for the need of BET: 1) Dealing with problem/nuisance bears;
2) dealing with illegally trapped bears; 3) Interviews in sites with cases of problem bear
appearance. Bear advocacy in areas with more damages and higher tension; 4) Trapping and
monitoring of nuisance Brown bears; 5) Assessment of cases of unusual bear death.
5.2 Procedures used to establish the BETs
The team of the project had some previous experience in damage assessment, capturing bears in
order to be monitored with radio collars. At the beginning of the project 2 teams have been
established one from Balkani WS and the other one in RIOSW Smolyan.
First training in Bulgaria has been organized in Smolyan between 20 and 22 April 2010.
Bulgarian partners of the project - Ministry of Environment and Water; Balkani Wildlife Society
also rrepresentatives of the three National pars - Central Balkan, Pirin and Rila have participated
the training participated the training altogether 29 persons including the trainer. The trainer was
Prof. Djuro Huber - co-chair of European Brown Bear Specialist Group and lecturer in Zagreb
Veterinarian University. Training included practical part – three bears form bear enclosure in
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Kormisosh have been immobilized, marked with microchips, measurements were taken, as well
as different samples. Necropsy of animals killed by different predators was carried out in order
to show how to distinguish the reason for mortality.
Theoretical part included:
•
Presentations by representatives of Bulgarian bear workers – the key issues in Bulgarian
bear management;
•
Presentation of work of Croatian Bear emergency team (BET) and Croatian Protocol for
BET;
•
The composition of the team (general approach – the relevance of following points
should be decided;
•
Protocol in Croatian case it is the prevention of problem bears, mitigation when it
happens and eventual execution. Further coverage includes the survey of each bear mortality
case. The protocol has to be practical - tells how the BET people could be reached, who informs
whom, who acts and what each member can do on his/her own decision and when the higher
level decision is required. Next is how to communicate with local people and eventual relation to
media statements. The update of Protocol can be done at each BET meeting. Proposed Protocol
content:
•
Problem bear definition;
•
Actions with problem bears;
•
Monitoring the recovery of bear from immobilization;
•
Setting traps for bears. Practicing use of rubber bullets and other bear repellents;
The participants in the meeting discussed and planned the future activities of the Bear
Emergency Team (BET) and damage assessment, preparation of field forms, etc. Future
legislation changes in order to make the BET more efficient have also been discussed. With this
meeting the beginning of the BET protocol in Bulgaria has begun.
The second BET training took place in Bekleme – Central Balkan NP 19-21 September 2012.
Bulgarian partners of the project - Ministry of Environment and Water; Balkani Wildlife Society
also representatives of the three National parks - Central Balkan, Pirin and Rila have participated
the training - altogether 21 persons.
During the training the following topics have been presented and discussed: Dealing with
problem bears; capture and manipulations of bear; release of captured illegally bears, GPS-GSM
and radio-telemetry, most effective use of photo traps, etc.
Practical part included setting of bear trap, using a dart rifle; preparation of tranquilizers, fitting
GPS-GSM collars; radio telemetry and finding collars, etc. (list of participants, attached)

5.3 Summary of the contents of the BET protocol
The protocol contains:
GRADATION OF THE SIGNS, DEFINING A BEAR AS A PROBLEM BEAR:
1.
Systematically approaching human settlements, but runs if approached by a human.......
11.
Attacks and/or kills livestock animals or destroys beehives in close vicinity to or in a
settlement with a presence of humans.
12. Makes a false attack to a human (people) – attacks and stops in few meters in front of the
human then leaves.
13. Attacks and/or injures and/or kills a human.
MEASURES TO BE TAKEN, WHEN SIGNS AS THE STATED ABOVE APPEAR.
In cases described in point 1,2, 4, 6 or should be used electric fences as preventive measures or
chasing away with rubber bullets.
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In cases described in point 5 и 10 chasing away with rubber bullets is recommended. To identify
cases of repetition of the attacks of the same bear, marking of the individual is recommended –
by taking a DNA sample.
In cases described in point 3 chasing away with rubber bullets is recommended. If repetition of
the attacks by a same bear is proved, the individual should be removed (destroyed).
In cases described in point 11, 12 and 13 the individual should be marked for recognition and
further removal.
The Bear Emergency Team takes actions for:
1) Determining the type and the size of the damage on the property.
2) Identification of the species that have caused the damage.
3) Collects and describes the found tracks of presence of brown bear (footprint’s size, hairs,
scats, etc.)
4) Describes the way of the entering, attack, killing and feeding.
5) Takes samples, GPS-location, takes pictures.
6) Determines the number of the killed and/or injured live-stock – number on the registration
ear-mark, average weight, sex, age; number and type of the destroyed bee-hives.
7) Makes written statement and recommendation for compensation of the owner, from fund
funded by the species manager.
8) Makes analysis every three mounts for appliance of the preventive measures and following
the laws in Republic of Bulgaria.
9) Captures and translocate if necessary or just marks (including with GPS-GSM collars)
problem bears for monitoring and removal if needed.

5.4 Activities of the BETs
1. Interventions in cases of captured bear in illegally set snares (poachers). There were 4 cases:
•
A two years old male bear has been by poachers’ snare near the Village of Zheleznitza on
30 April 2009. The bear has been fit with GPS-GSM collar and followed to 30 July 2009 when
the collar was taken off by the bear.
•
On 29 September 2010 one of our radio collared bears has been capture in a snare fit on a
fence of peach orchard. The snares were set illegally most likely to capture bear and/or wild boar
causing damage to the fruit trees. The bear was immobilized by the BET of Balkani WS,
released from the snare and transported to the core area of the neighbouring Central Balkan NP.
•
Three years old male bear was capture by another illegal snare on 1 June 2012 in Natura
2000 site Rodopi Sredni, near RIEW Smolyan, where is located most of this site. The bear have
been immobilized radio collared and released on the spot by BET of Balkani WS. At the end of
September 2012 the bear was killed by poachers and the collar hidden under a rock in
Durmushevska river (under water).
•
On 8 August 2012 a bear cup with weight 12 kg have also been release and returned to
his mother by the team of Smolyan RIEW.
2. In other 3 case problem bears have been captured and marked with GPS-GSM radio collars
•
A young female bear that was regularly damaging bee-hive near village of Trigrad have
been captured, radio collared and transported away from the village on the 11 November 2009.
Due probably to the stress of capturing and the following manipulation the bear had not returned
to sites of damages during the telemetry. At the beginning of April 2010 the bear managed to
take off the collar. Even thou it was not followed any longer the caused by bear damages in the
area have decreased.
•
A mature male brown bear was captured near a site it damaged regularly in Central
Balkan on 12 May 2011. The bear was fit with GPS-GSM collar but it managed to take off the
collar 17 days later on 29 May 2011.
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•
A three years old female bear was captured by a regularly on a site with regular damages
caused by her on 25 May 2011. The bear was fit with GPS-GSM collar and was followed to 12
August 2012 when the GSM stopped sending data but the VHF module is still working and the
bear can be located on the field by the radio signal. The bear was never registered to come back
and caused more damage in the site I has been captured.
3. A human habituated bear was regularly disturbing tree loggers close to Central Balkan NP.
The logger could not scare the bear away even with high noise such as working chainsaw. The
intervention of Balkani WS team was attempt to capture and translocate this bear. Unfortunately
we did not manage to capture the bear. There were many other attempt to capture a problem
bears. All together 24 person day in the field in order to capture and translocate the nuisance bear
but there was no success;
4. In 3 cases food conditioned bears were visiting garbage areas but all cases turned out not to be
regular and our team did not encountered a bear during the visits. More details in BET
Intervention Table.
5. Both of the team have visited all the cases of reported damage especially BET Smolyan
RIEW. Including visiting many unusual bear damage sites. Many attacks took place in the back
yards of the farmers or within the borders of the settlements that had created additional tension
and needed to be analysed. The BET had visited 19 different many unusual bear damage sites
during the project period and have taken some measure and order to prevent future risk for
humans and damages and to decrease the tension.
6. In 19 different cases the team tried to deal with problem by capturing and translocation them
or just fitting the bears with GPS-GSM collars in order to monitor their nuisance behaviour.
Altogether 171 person-days have been spent on the field in order to capture a problem bear and
the following monitoring of their behaviour.
7. Two sites in Central Balkan area have been visited in one of them a tourist have been attacked
by bear out of marked trails after bear was surprised by him and his reaction provoke bear to
attack. The other case was signal about appearance of a bear with no fear of humans in vicinity
and outskirts of the settlements.
8. A killed by poachers bear have been discovered by the team at 1 September 2009.
9. A necropsy of a death bear have been carried out on 6 April 2010.

5.5 Problems and solutions
During the work of the BET we come across three main problems:
1.
Lack of enough capacity in 2010 for instance there were problem animal in Smolyan
region as well as in Central Balkan. The both areas are at least for hour driving away from each
other. So it was not possible to cover both areas at the same time. That problem was tackled with
splitting the team in two and help of local structures and partners who supported us with experts
and equipment;
2.
During release captured in poachers’ snares bear there is higher risk for the team.
Because the snares are usually set for smaller and not as powerful mammals such as wild boar
(Sus scrofa), roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) or red deer (Cervus elaphus) or the other carnivores
like wolves and foxes. Often the snares are not strong enough to hold steady a bear. Some bear
are calm and not very active when people approach. Other bears on contrary desperately try to
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escape the snares and in many cases especially if not securely captured they may release
themselves and attack the approaching people. To avoid that in all cases the team was ready to
use bear spray and were conducted by armed with rifles hunters in order to provide protection in
such cases.
3.
In many cases where there was a need to capture and translocation a certain problem
animal the team has to spend two or more weeks in the area often with no success. That can be
overcome by applying different capturing techniques. Such activities will require less resources
if local team is trained and carries out the activity.

5.6 Conclusions
One of the most important outcomes of the project was training of the NP and RIEW staff, there
is interest more people from other RIEW to pass the training in damage assessment and handling
bears and bear related situations. Since the training passed the quality of the response to bear
related situations improved significantly and the trust of local people was rebuild. The proper
equipment and organisation of BET allow us to safe several bears lives, which were trapped in
poacher snares or attacking beehives. Trapping and fitting them with GPS-GSM collars allowed
us to follow them and monitor their behaviour from distance. More – the trapping and handling
was the necessary stress that made the bears to avoid human settlements and human related
structures.
LIFE EX-TRA project gave us some bright example and BET structures are going to function in
our partnering structures. RIEW - Smolian – the one with the highest number of damages is
hiring 2 more persons for their BET in 2013 – 2014 (now they will be 4) in the frame of Project
for decreasing the conflict with local people funded by Operational Program. Trained staff from
3 National Parks has been equipped with more consumables and tools by MOEW and the NP
Director Orders are regulating their function and Duties as BET team. MOEW has ordered that
compensations will be paid to local people after the BET protocol is ran by local BET and
commissions with forestry and Veterinary authorities. MOEW is looking for funding to train
outside of LIFE EX-TRA RIEW staff.
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6. Greece
6.1 Background Information
(e.g. information about previous extent of conflict between bears and humans, overlap of bears
and human activities, why is there a need for a BET?)
Within the Greek context bears and humans have co-existed and have shared the same resources
and landscapes for many decades. In many sectors of the species range the landscape mosaic
comprising forests, small scale cultivations and small human settlements, composes a very
attractive ecological niche. Bears foraging on crops or attacking livestock is more of a very well
defined (spatially and temporally) feeding “habit”, spatially overlapping with certain categories
of human activities. In this context human presence is perceived by bears at a given level which
is more or less invariable (humans are somehow perceived as part of the broader landscape). And
in these cases the rule in force for bears is “tolerance” provided that safety distances are kept and
time rotation (between humans and bears using the same resources and spots) as well.
So far field observations as well as telemetry data are supporting this interpretation of facts:
bears are active mainly during night or very early morning hours. The fact that bears get “used
to” the disturbance caused by agro-pastoral practices, as stated above, implies more the concept
of “tolerance” and opportunism” and less the concept of “habituation” sensus stricto.
However during the recent years cases involving bear-human interactions, in different forms
such as: damage on livestock and crop, traffic accidents, bears approaching human settlements
seeking for easy food, have become more frequent across the brown bear range in Greece
including the project area, one of the main features being some bears loosing at a certain degree
their shyness and fear towards humans. This new situation which for several years was left in an
ad-hoc management status (usually detrimental to bears) has pointed out the need of the creation
of a flexible and specialized mechanism in the form of “Bear Emergency Team” that would be
able to advocate and deal with each category of bear-human interference case in order to resolve
bear-human conflict situations in a sustainable frame depending on the circumstances.

6.2 Procedures used to develop the BET
All BET members were aware of an Intervention Protocol (a 100 pages best practice manual)
that was set up by the BET coordinator. In each case an intervention was needed, the Bear
Emergency Team was notified in the first place by the local assistant affiliated to the project. The
BET was mobilized consequently with all the necessary equipment (anaesthetics, bear repellents
(i.e. pepper spray)) used in cases where bear handling was also required. Gathering experience
from each handled case a BET refined manual was also produced by the BET coordinator in
order to be used as a guidelines tool in all the intervention operations in a case by case scenario.
Depending on the category and type of incident relevant in situ appropriate actions were
conducted such as: autopsies (in case of a dead bear), aversive conditioning and/or relocation (in
case of a habituated bear), advocating and consultancy to farmers in cases of bear damage on
agricultural production.
6.3 Summary of the contents of the BET protocol
The BET protocol manual comprises six (6) thematic units (topics). The first unit consists of a
general review of interactions between humans and wildlife and it focuses on case studies
involving bear-human interference, on the species and habitat characteristics that influence these
interactions as well as on the different types of interactions and conflicts.
The 2nd unit deals with a review of bear-human coexistence and interactions in Greece. It focuses
on the species biology, ecology and chorology (distribution and re-colonization), as well as on
the damage problem, and on the specific problem of human settlements approach. The 3rd unit
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goes into a deeper conceptual analysis of the habituated bear behavioural aspects. The 4th unit
deals with a functional and conceptual analysis of the non-lethal management techniques of
problem bears. The 5th unit deals with a general review of all available and tested measures and
methods to prevent and manage bear-human interaction cases. The 6th unit deals with an
analytical presentation of all practices, methods, tools devices and protocols used to resolve bearhuman conflict situations.
6.4 Activities of the BET
During the BET operation over a 3.5 years period (from end 2009 to 2012) the following steps
have been achieved:
-

Purchase of all necessary consumables in order to maintain a complete veterinary kit for
all cases of emergency.
Finalisation of the list of bear deterrents to be used in similar cases
Interventions in thirty (30) different cases
Elaboration of a 102 pages bear emergency protocol manual covering all possible
scenarios and cases of bears situations and behaviours and relevant intervention strategies and
practices.
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Figure 3. Overall number of BET intervention cases (n-30) in Greece
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Figure 4. Seasonal distribution of BET intervention cases in Greece
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6.5 Problems and solutions
The problems (or constraints) encountered during the BET operation could be mainly categorized
into two different sorts as follows:
problems dealing with the advocating part of the BET interventions. Often their was a lack
of trustfulness on behalf of the local people towards the BET , being accused as the origin of the
bear-human conflict problem. This obstacle which often generated a hostile environment was
usually overcome after the necessary explanations on the role of the BET were given plus all
necessary technical information on bear –human conflict preventive measures use and utility.
problems dealing mainly with technical aspects such as : in those cases where a deterring
protocol was deployed: often the targeted habituated bear did not show up timely and therefore
there was no possibility to effectively test and visualize the aversive conditioning result. Also in the
case of the relocated bear the premature loss of the collar which shortened the necessary period in
order to monitor and conclude on the possible bear’s behavioural shift to a less “habituated” pattern.

6.6 Conclusions

The majority of bear intervention cases had to do with damage caused on livestock (50%).
Overall, interventions showed a seasonal peak in autumn.(see graph1).

Damaged farmers and livestock raisers were usually willing to try preventive measures
such as electric fencing of their productive units. Several among them were not aware of the
existing damage compensation regulation.

Although away from large scale transportation infrastructure we had three (3) cases of
deadly bear vehicle collisions.

The salvation from illegal trapping and relocation of a sub-adult male bear was one of the
milestone cases of the BET operation and intervention in the project area.

Operations dealing with bear aversive conditioning (2 cases) although not fully achieving
their objective (pushing the bear away), had a positive effect on the negative attitudes of local
inhabitants.

The presence and operation of a BET on a permanent basis is certainly a very appropriate
tool for smoothening bear-human conflict situations and thus improving local conditions for bear
conservation on a long term basis.
Lessons learned
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coordination and planning issues between the BET and local competent authorities is of
great importance
backing of the BET’s actions on behalf of the local competent authorities is also of capital
importance from the social acceptance point of view
the follow up of every intervention case both with local authorities and communities has a
more durable acceptance effect on the role of the BET
the close follow up of specific intervention cases (such as bear relocation and aversive
conditioning) allows necessary adjustments in order to maximize their efficiency.
After the end of the project this action is planned to be continued by the same team and with
financing from national funds already allocated to Callisto by the Ministry of Environment.

Acknowledgments: We warmly thank the members of the BET: C. Godes (in memorial), S Riegler,
Ar. Riegler, Ath. Tragos and the project’s local Assistant V. Koutis. We are also thankful to Al.
Giannakopoulos for his precious help as well as to Il. Aravidis (GIS specialist) for his work in data
mapping.
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Annex I - List of interventions of the Bear Emergency Teams
Intervention
Nr.

Date

Place

Description of intervention

ROMANIA
2010
1

28.04.2010

Racadau (Brasov city)

2

20.05.2010

Racadau (Brasov city)

3

05.06.2010

Racadau (Brasov city)

4

07.06.2010

5

09.08.2010

6
7

07.10.2010
19.10.2010

8

21.10.2010

9
2011

27.10.2010

Sovata (Mures county)
Rau
de
Mori
(Hunedoara county)
Albestii de Muscel
(Arges county)
Corni (Arges county)
Manastirea
Casin
(Bacau county)
(Bistrita
Nasaud
county)

1 female with 4 cubs relocated in a game area in
Valcea county, cubs to Balan rehabilitation center
1 female with 3 cubs relocated in a game area in
Valcea county, cubs to Balan rehabilitation center
1 female with 2 cubs relocated in a game area in
Valcea county, cubs to Balan rehabilitation center
Male bear caught in a snare,released and relocated
15 km farther from village
Female bear released from a poacher's snare
Female bear released from a poacher's snare
Male bear released from a poacher's snare
Female bear released from a poacher's snare
Male bear released from a poacher's snare
1 female with 4 cubs approaching the town to feed
on garbage. Relocated on game area Timis, cubs to
Balan rehabilitation center.
1 female with 2 cubs approaching the town to feed
on garbage. Relocated on game area Timis, cubs to
Balan rehabilitation center.
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Timis.
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Cisla Maramures.
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Izvoare Maramures.
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Timis.
1 female with 1 cub approaching the town to feed
on garbage. Relocated on game area Cisla
Maramures, cub to Balan rehabilitation center.
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Izvoare Maramures.

10

30.05.2011

Racadau (Brasov city)

11

01.06.2011

Racadau (Brasov city)

12

07.01.2011

Racadau (Brasov city)

13

28.06.2011

Racadau (Brasov city)

14

02.08.2011

Racadau (Brasov city)

15

22.08.2011

Racadau (Brasov city)

16

23.08.2011

Racadau (Brasov city)

17

02.09.2011

18

28.09.2011

19

18.11.2011

20
2012

18.11.2011

Racadau (Brasov city)
Domnesti
(Arges
county)
Release of male bear caught in a snare
OS Vidra (Vrancea
county)
Release of male bear caught in a snare
OS Vidra (Vrancea
county)
Release of bear cub caught in a snare
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Intervention
Nr.

Date

Place

21

30.06.2012

Racadau (Brasov city)

22

30.06.2012

23

26.07.2012

Racadau (Brasov city)
Predeal
(Brasov
county)

24

04.08.2012

Racadau (Brasov city)

25

08.08.2012

26

10.08.2012

27

10.08.2012

Busteni
county)
Busteni
county)
Busteni
county)

28

17.08.2012

Racadau (Brasov city)

29

18.08.2012

Racadau (Brasov city)

30

30.08.2012

Busteni - Vl Cerbului

31

05.09.2012

Busteni - Vl Cerbului
(Prahova county)

32

05.09.2012

Busteni - Vl Cerbului
(Prahova county)

33

07.09.2012

Busteni - Vl Cerbului
(Prahova county)

34

12.09.2012

Busteni - Vl Cerbului
(Prahova county)

(Prahova
(Prahova
(Prahova

Description of intervention
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Manaileasa (Valcea
county)
1 male bear approaching the town to feed on
garbage. Relocated on game area Manaileasa
(Valcea county)
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Died during relocation
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Manaileasa (Valcea
county)
1 female with 2 cubs approaching the town to feed
on garbage. Relocated on game area Slon (Prahova
county)
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Slon (Prahova county)
1 male approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Slon (Prahova county)
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Manaileasa (Valcea
county)
1 female with3 cubs approaching the town to feed
on garbage. Relocated on game area Manaileasa
(Valcea county), cubs to Balan rehabilitation center
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Teleajenel (Prahova
county)
1 female approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Teleajenel (Prahova
county)
1 male approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Teleajenel (Prahova
county)
1 female with 1 cub approaching the town to feed
on garbage. Relocated on game area Teleajenel
(Prahova county)
1 male approaching the town to feed on garbage.
Relocated on game area Teleajenel (Prahova
county)
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Intervention
Nr.
BULGARIA
2009
1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11
2010
12
13
14

15
16

17
18

Date

Place

Description of intervention

Garbage area regularly visited by an young bear
that had no fear of humans
Visit to an area with registered damage caused by a
bear (6 bee-hives). Recommended electric fence.
19Overnight observation by REI team.
20.05.2009 Trigrad
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (2 sheep). Damage assesed and
recommended measures for owners. Improving the
20.01.2009 Tikale
fences.
Poached bear released from trap and fitted with
30.04.2009 Zheleznitsa
collar.
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (2 sheep). Visited damages - bear
recomendet for removal. Obeservation overnight.
29.05.2009 Pavelsko
A area with a registered damage caused by a bear
(6 sheep) have been visited. Visited damage site by
REI staff, overnight observation.
09.06.2009 Drqnovo
Visit of area with information of a problem bear in
order to propose solution and decrease chance of
08/07/2009 Maglizh
poaching
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (1 horse). Visited damage site, probably
habituated bear (fed by humans), recommended
removal. Overnight observation by REI team.
10.07.2009 Mugla
Respond to signal for a problem bear that had an
aggressive behavior of a bear that tried to scare
away local people near a garbage bin in Scobelevo
28/08/2009 Gorno Sahrane
village
Kuru Dere Central visit area where bear was poached with police and
NPark Rangers.
01/09/2009 Balkan
06Capturing and collaring of female brown bear on
10.11.2009 Trigrad
damaged beehives.

30.03.2009

Central Balkan

Stara Zagora - Central
06.04.2010 balkan
Necropsy of a dead bear
Radiotracking a problem bear
20/04/2010 Trigrad
Radiotracking a problem bear
26/06/2010 Trigrad
Collecting data and fix of photo-traps in a site
18Gorno
Sahrane where a problem bear was destroing the camp of
19.06.2010 (Mazalat)
timber loggers
21Gorno
Sahrane/ Attempt to deal and capture a problem bear that
23.06.2010 Mazalat
was destroying the camp of timber loggers
Attempts to capture a problem brown bear in the
03region where people were attacked in order to be
07.08.2010 Slavejno
relocated
1112.08.2010 Yasenovo (Kazanlak) Attempts to capture a problem brown bear
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Intervention
Nr.

Date

Place

19

03.09.2010

Smolian

20

29.09.2010

Skobelevo

21

1-2.10.2012 Central Balkan NP
Rhodopes
23mountain/SMOLAIN
31.07.2010 REGION
25Mazalat/Gorno
27.06.2010 Sahrane/ Mazalat
25Mazalat/Gorno
27.07.2010 Sahrane/ Mazalat
27.0801.09.10
Smolian and Smilian
28.1006.11.2010 Kutela
31.03Sofia
Trigrad
02.04.2010 Rhodope
716.11.2010 Smolian
1724.11.2010 Smolian
2021.11.2010 Vlahi/Pirin

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
2011
31

32

33
34
35

36

37

38

Description of intervention
Attempts to capture a problem brown bear in the
region where people were attacked in order to be
relocated
Release of a bear from a poacher snare and
relocation in Central Balkan NP
Radiotracking of a released from a poacher's snare
problem bear

Attempts to capture a problem brown bear
Attempts to capture a problem brown bear
relocation - Mazalat
Attempts to capture a problem brown bear
relocation - Mazalat
Attempts to capture a problem brown bear
relocation (Shiroka Laka and Tarun)
Attempts to capture a problem brown bear
relocation (Kutela)

for
for
for
for

Radiotracking a problem bear
Averse conditioning of problem brown bears in
Kutela, Shiroka laka and Catranitsa
Attempts to capture a problem brown bear for
relocation (Kutela)
Monitoring of damaged electrical fence

Attempts to capture a problem brown bear for
relocation Taryn
08/04/2011 Taryn
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (1 bee-hives). Demonstration electric fence
mounted for 3 weeks by Smolian BET team
26.04.2011 Turian
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (1 ram and 1 sheep). Demonstration electric
fence mounted for 2 weeks by Smolian BET team
03.05.2011 Zavetno
Trapped male bear that was destroying storage
rooms for corn
12.05.2011 Cherni Osam
Trapped female bear that was destroying storage
25.05.2011 Yablanovo near Devin rooms for corn
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (1 ram). Smolian BET team instaled
phototrap for 1 week to monitor if the animal have
02.07.2011 Pavelsko,"Kosovo"
returned
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (1 sheep). Demonstration electric fence
09.07.2011 Pavelsko,"Cherkvata" mounted for 3 weeks by Smolian BET team
Respond to signal for a problem bear that had an
aggressive behavior of a bear that tried to scare
away local people near a garbage bin in Hasovitsa
21/07/2011 Hasovitsa (Smolyan) village
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Intervention
Nr.

39
40
2012

41

42

Date

Place

25.08.2011
09.0412.04.2011

Debelqnovo

Description of intervention
Visito to an area with a registered damage caused
by a bear (3 sheep). Smollain BET team spend 3
night in the area in attempt to chase away the
animal.

Taryn

Attempts of capture problem a bear

Smolyan region

Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (2 cows). BET Smolian stay overnight in
attempt to chase the bear or dart it.

Smolyan region

Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (horse). LGD and overnight enclosuare was
recommended. Demonstration electric fence
instaled by BET Smolian for 2 weeks.

02.04.2012

13.04.2012

43

06.05.2012

Smolyan region

44

08.05.2012

Devin

45

30.05.2012

46

01.06.2012

Kalofer
Dobrostan
Asenovgrad

47
48

08.07.2012
17.08.2012

Smolyan region
Kresna

49

12.08.2012

Central Balkan NP

50

1214.08.2012

Kutela

51

2122.08.2012

Smolyan

52

30.08.2012

Grohotno

Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (4 sheep ). BET Smolain observed area
overnight for 2 following nights.
Collaring a young bear eating corn in hunting game
stations
Participation in commision for damages with local
authorities and victims of attack.
Release poached bear from snare.
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear (4 sheep). Mounted demonstration electric
fence for 2 weeks by BET.
Attempts to capture a problem brown bear.
Visit to a place where a tourist was attacked by a
bear, convesration with the victim and particiation
to a meeting on the issue.
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear. Overnight observation by BET - Smolian,
phototrap installed for 1 week.
Visit to an area with a registered damage caused by
a bear. Overnight observation by BET -Smolian for
chasing the animal .
BET Smolain released bear cub from snare, first
year mother was in the area returned succsessfuly,
no collar.
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GREECE
2009
1

16.09.2009

2
2010

18.09.2009

Romad Kalambaka –
Ioannina ( “Katara”). Bear victim of Car collision/autopsy
Village of Trikoukia –
sun flowers field
Bear drowned in irrigation tank/autopsy

3

09.01.2010

4

03.05.2010

Village of Elati –
Trikala Prefecture –
communal road
Village
of
Ag.
Paraskevi

5

06.06.2010

“Mourgani” bridge

6

1217.06.2010

Village of Panagia

7

Vrissi,
14-16 June Krya
Prefecture of Trikala
2010

8

26.06.2010

8

03.09.2010

Village of Panagia
Villages of Pefki &
Trigwna

10

05.09.2010

Village of Panagia

11

10.09.2010

Village of Agnadia

12

15.09.2010

Village of Agnadia

13

18.09.2010

Village of Kleinovos

14

24.09.2010

Village
Kerasia

15

01.10.2010

Village of Agnadia

16

15.10.2010

Village of Oxyneia

17

18.10.2010

Village of Glykomilia

of

Megali

Bear victim of car collision/autopsy in cooperation
with forest authorities
Bear victim of poaching/autopsy/in cooperation
with veterinary authorities
Bear
damage
on
livestock/in
situ
inspection/information and instructions to livestock
raiser
Bear damage in fenced game farm/in situ
inspection/information and instructions to owner/IR
camera istallation
BET members made an inspection in the case of a
bear intrusion and damage in a fenced pig farm.
The damage was not eligible for compensation by
ELGA, due to the current insurance regulation and
prerequisites.
Bear damage in fenced game farm/in situ 2nd
inspection
Illegal use of poisoned baits (bears potential
victims)/inspection of the area for dead wildlife
Egnatia highway fence trespassing by young
bear/inspection of the site/ search for bear signs
along the fence
Bear damage on small livestock/inspection of the
livestock unit/instruction to the owner for use of
preventive measures (electric fences).
Provision of electric fencing device to the livestock
raiser
Bear damage on vineyards and apple
orchards/inspection of the site/instructions to the
farmer for use of preventive measures.
Bear damage on small livestock/inspection of the
site and instructions to the owner for preventive
measures use
Control of electric fence device operational
status/installed around the damage livestock unit.
Bear damage on small livestock/inspection of the
site and instructions to the owner for preventive
measures use
Bear damage on corn fields/inspection of the site
and information to farmers on crop damage
compensention regulation
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Intervention
Nr.
2011

Date

18

17.01.2011

19

06.03.2011

20

23.04.2011

21

29.06.2011

22

03.07.2011

23

04.07.2011

24

29.08.2011

25

01.09.2011

26
2012

16.09.2011

27

2226.05.2012

28

03.06.2012

29

27.06.2012

30

21.11.2012

Place

Description of intervention

Bear damage on equidae/inspection of the site and
information of farmer on bear damage
Village of Prodromos compensation regulation regarding livestock
Bear damage on equidae/inspection of the site and
information of farmer on bear damage
compensation regulation regarding domestic
Village of Kastraki
ungulates
Bear damage on pig farm/inspection of the
site/instruction to the farmer for preventive
Village of Diava
measures use
Bear victim of car collision/autopsy in cooperation
Village of Athamania with forest authorities
Female bear with 3 cubs of the year – located den
by film amateurs – risk of exposure to detrimental
human actions (sucj as use of poison baits).
Village of Pyrra
Bear damage in cherries orchards/in situ inspection
and information to the farmer on relevant
Village of Mylotopos compensation regulation.
Bear damage on small livestock in the settlement/in
Village of Andalaxima situ visit and discussions with locals
Presence of Food conditioned bears/in situ visit and
instructions to villagers to secure garbage bins and
stop illegal garbage disposure. The use of bearproof
garbage bins under LIFE09NAT/GR/000333 will
Village
of
Ag. serve as a good example to be implemented in this
Paraskevi
area as well.
Location of poached bear/autopsy in cooperation
Village of Malakasi
with the local forestry services
Village of Oxyneia, Bear
damage
on
small
livestock
and
Kakoplevri
poultry/inspection of site/
Relocation of food conditioned/problem subadult
Village of Oxyneia
male bear
Monitoring of relocated bear damage behaviorVillage of Panagia
aversive conditioning attempts
Repetitive bear damage on small livestock –
Village of Prodromos aversive conditioning attempts.
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Annex II – Detailed description of the BET interventions in Greece
16 June, 2009: The first case had to do with a female adult
bear found dead (body decomposing) following a traffic
fatality (car collision) on the old national road connecting
the project area to the region of Epirus. This part of the old
national road is highly used as it is the only connection
passage to Egnatia highway towards the region of Epirus.
The dead animal was located a few meters from the road
side in a bushy location. The bear very probably died of its
injuries after the collision. The BET member reported the
case to the local forestry services as well to EGNATIA
ODOS SA.
18 September 2009: This case had to do with an 18-19y old
female bear that was found drowned in an irrigation water
tank on the northern edge of the project area close to
sunflower fields (a favourite human related food resource
for bears) (see photos 1 & 2). According to the claw marks detected all along the concrete wall of
the water tank, it was easy to conclude that the bear was struggling for hours to climb over the wall
but due to its height and the depth of the water she was unable to overcome. The female bear was
unfortunately drowned of exhaustion after several unsuccessful attempts to climb the concrete wall.
The post mortem autopsy was carried out by the bear emergency team personnel and the dead bear
was handled with the contribution and participation of the local forestry services and the Fire
Brigade services (photos also included in the “2009 End of Year Report”).

Photos 1 & 2: The
irrigation tank nearby
the sunflower fields
and
the
drowned
female bear.
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9 January 2010: The Bear Emergency Team intervened in an usual bear traffic accident that
occurred in the project area, on the communal road connecting Trikala to Elati, in a mountainous
area. A passing-by car deadly injured a seven year old male bear weighting 110 kilos and then
disappeared (see photo). The unfortunate animal suffered
severe fractural injuries at its breastbone and its thoracic
cavity, which have caused its instantaneous death. It seems
that the animal was blinded and surprised by the track’s
lights and stood up to oversee the area when the track hit it
at the chest and the abdomen. The Bear Emergency Team
went immediately in the area of the accident, however,
unfortunately, the only think that could do was to make the
autopsy of the dead animal in the presence of the Forestry
Services of Trikala who officialized the autopsy with a
written report. (photo was also included in the “2009 End
of Year Report”).
3 May 2010: Agia Paraskevi, Prefecture of Trikala. A Bear
was found dead, killed (poached) with the use of a shot gun
(see photo). The macroscopic inspection of the dead bear

was performed by the BET staff
(veterinarian) and the official autopsy was
performed by the veterinarian from the
Prefectoral unit of Trikala. An official postmortem diagnosis was issued by the
aforementioned services. A shocking detail
in this case was the missing front paws of
the animal which had been probably
removed and collected by the poachers as
trophies.
6 June 2010: Location of “Mourgani”, Prefectoral unit of Trikala. A BET in situ visit and
inspection of a bear damage case on small livestock took place. Instructions to the owner were given
regarding the existing compensation regulation by ELGA and the available preventive measures. (no
photo available)
12 & 17 June 2010: Sector nearby the village of “Panagia”
(Prefectoral unit of Trikala). An inspection was performed by the
BET in a case of a trespassed fence by a female bear and her cub,
who entered a fenced Game Breeding Station with wild boars and
row deers (see photos) causing also some depredation on young
individuals (see photo). The Game breeding station is located in a
densely forested area within bear habitat. The BET was notified
by the owner of the Game breeding station. In order to detect the
presence of the bear with her cub an IR camera device was placed
at certain points of the fence. Further instructions were given to
the owner for the use of an electric line along the fence in order
for the fence to be more efficient against intruders.
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14 & 16 June 2010: Village of Krya Vrissi, Prefecture of Trikala. BET members made an inspection in
the case of a bear intrusion and damage in a fenced pig farm. The damage was not eligible for
compensation by ELGA, due to the current insurance regulation and prerequisites. The BET gave the
farmer all necessary instructions for the installation of a bear-proof electric fence which he later
installed. The BET staff also collected a sample of bears hairs on the fence for genetic analysis and bear
identification. (see photos).

26 & 29 June 2010: Sector nearby the village of Panagia, Prefecture of Trikala. A second inspection of
the broken in fence at the Game Breeding Station with wild boars was performed. The bear with her
cub had returned causing new damage on small animals. Further instructions were again given to the
owner to improve the fence quality and to install an additional electric line in order to maximize the
deterring efficiency of the fence.

3 September 2010: The BET was informed on two incidents of use of poisoned baits which occurred
in the municipalities of Pefki and Trigona located within the project area. Fortunately no bear victims
have been reported but eight (8) livestock guarding dogs died poisoned.
5 September 2010: A BET staff member made an in situ inspection of the Egnatia highway fence at
the interchange located nearby the municipality of Panagia. The fence was reported to have been
trespassed by a young bear. No evident signs of bear crossings were detected. Instead fence trespassing
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signs were detected from a larger bear (see photo). It is worth noting that the trespassed fence is the reenforced fence type additionally installed by EGNATIA SA after the first bear traffic fatality occurred
in June 2009 on this highway segment.
10 September 2010: Agnantia, Prefecture of Trikala. A BET staff member made an in situ inspection
after an incident of a bear attack and damage on small livestock. (no photo available)
15 September 2010: Agnantia, Prefecture of Trikala. BET members made a second visit to the bear
damaged livestock unit and offered temporarily an electric fence device to the livestock raiser, as a
preventive measure for future bear attacks. (see photo).

18 September 2010: Village of Kleinovos, Prefecture of Trikala. A BET staff member made an
Inspection of bear damages on vineyards and apple orchards (see photo). He gave the necessary
instructions on preventive measures use and efficiency . The owner of the orchards was really hostile
since the ELGA regulation does not compensate the damaged trees but only the production.
24 September 2010: Village of Megali Kerasia, Prefecture of Trikala. The Bear Emergency Team was
informed about a bear damage case on small
livestock. After an in situ visit, instructions
were given to the livestock owner on the
compensation procedure to be followed by the
livestock raiser in order to be compensated. (no
photo available)
4.
5.

third in situ visit to the
in order to check the
allocated electric fence

1

October 2010:
Village
of
Agnandia,
Prefecture of Trikala. Two
members of the BET made a
bear damaged livestock unit
proper installation of the
kit.
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15 October 2010: Village of Oxyneia, Prefecture of Trikala. A BET member made an in situ visit in
the case of bear damage on small livestock. Instructions were given to the livestock raiser for the utility
and efficiency of preventive measures, such as the use of an electric fence device around the stable.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
18 October 2010: Village of Glykomilia, Municipality of Trikala. A member of the BET made an in
situ inspection after an incident of bear damage on corn fields (see photo). Information was provided on
the existing
compensation regulation by ELGA as well as on the damage claim procedure.
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17 January 2011: Village of Prodromos, Prefecture of Trikala: A BET team member made an in
situ visit in the case of a bear attack on a donkey.
ELGA services were notified and came for an
official autopsy/expertise of the damage. An IR
camera device was placed nearby the killed animal
in an attempt to identify the damaging bear.

06 March 2011: Village of Kastraki, Prefecture
of Trikala: A BET team member made an in situ
visit in the case of a bear attack on a young mule
(see photo). ELGA services were notified and
came for an official autopsy/expertise of the
damage. An IR camera device was placed nearby the killed animal in an attempt to identify the
damaging bear.

23 April, 2011: Viilage of Diava, Prefecture of
Trikala: A BET team member made an in situ visit in
the case of a bear
attack on an adult
reproductive
pig
sheltered in a stable.
(see photo). ELGA
services were notified and came for an official autopsy/expertise of
the damage. Although compensation was allocated the owner of
the livestock holding judged that the compensation amount was far
below the real value of the damaged animal.

29 June, 2011: Village of Athamania, Prefecture of Trikala:
Three members of the BET team made an autopsy in the case
of a traffic fatality involving a yearling cub (see photo). This
traffic fatality incident strangely occurred in a relatively
remote sector of the project area, on the communal road
network. Probably the young bear was surprised by the
passing car and did not have time to react ude ti its speed. The
official autopsy was performed in the presence of the
veterinary from the Prefectoral unit of Trikala.
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03/07/2011, Village of Pyrra, Prefecture of Trikala: In situ visit of three members of the BET
after reliable information on the presence of a female bear with her three cubs nearby the village
causing fear and anxiety to the inhabitants. Following a thouroug inspection of the area it was
concluded that neither the inhabitants nor the bear family were in danger. Moreover the denning
sector of the female was located (arrow on photo). Unfortunately the denning site was also located
by a private person who had made an amateur video footage of the female with the young playing
around the den site (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDbwfoUHITI). This video was put on his
private youtube link site exposing this bear to a potential risk of disturbance and poaching due to
curious visitors. A telephone contact with this person on behalf of the BET made him understand
that risk as well as the reasons for removing the video footage from the internet.

04/07/2011, Village of Elafi, location Mylotopos, Prefecture of Trikala: A BET member made
an in situ visit in a cherry trees orchard which had suffered
bear damage. The farmers were aggressive and threatened
to use poisoned baits in order to exterminate the damaging
bear. Instructions and appropriate information were
provided for the use of preventive measures (electric
fencing) in order to protect their crop and trees and
harmlessly deter the bear.

29 August 2011: Village of Andalaxima, Prefecture of
Trikala: A BET member made an in situ visit for the
autopsy of a bear damage on one sheep. ELGA was called
for the official autopsy but since it was a case below the
minimum threshold for compensation (according to the
relevant regulation) the case was not immediately
compensated but remained pending under the damage
cumulative process.

01 September 2011: Village of Ag. Paraskevi, Prefecture of Trikala: The BET members visited
the garbage bins site after regular visits of 2-3 young bears eating upon the garbage contain. In
order to stop this phenomenon which is risky for bears food-conditioning, proposal were made to
the locals for the restriction of this problem.
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16 September, 2011, Village of Malakasi, Prefecture of Trikala: A BET member made an
autopsy of a bear found dead nearby a valley stream. The decomposition of the body did not allow
toxicological analyses of the sensitive organs. From the location of the animal nearby a water
stream it was deduced that that the cause of death must have been consumption of poison bait. The
BET informed the competent forestry services on the incident.

22-26th May, 2012: Villages of Oxyneia and
Kakoplevri,
Prefecture of
Trikala:
repetitive damage on poultry installations by
a sub-adult male bear approaching very close
to human settlements. A BET member made
an in situ visit to evaluate the situation and
the damage extent.
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1-3 June, 2012: Villages of Oxyneia and Kakoplevri, Prefecture of Trikala: Continuation of
repetitive damage by the same young male bear on poultry. The bear was finally trapped in an
illegal snare put by the inhabitants. The BET team intervened immediately, freed the bear from the
illegal snare, radiotagged the animal and release it in a remote sector of the project area, in the fame
of a relocation operation in an attempt of its habituated behavior reversal (see photos and maps).
The collar dropped 3 months later but until then telemetry data showed that the bear was fixed in a
different sector with less conflict risks (bear trapped in snare, removed from village and bear
radio-tagged before relocation).
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Maps 1 &2: Bear relocation route and bear telemetry locations after relocation.

Conflict area

Relocation point
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27-30 June, 2012: Village of Malakasi, Prefecture of Trikala : A BET member visited twice a
location nearby the aforementioned village where the relocated young male bear had started causing
damage on an isolated poultry unit. Instructions to use preventive measures were given to the owner
of the unit. Moreover the BET member tried aversive conditioning of the bear with rubber bullets
during two consecutive nights, but the bear did not show up.
21st, November, 2012: Village of Prodromos, Prefecture of Trikala: The BET was notified by
the local assistant of the project for the case of repetitive damage on small livestock caused by a
bear in the aforementioned community. The damage was not in compliance with the compensation
regulation as the owner was not declared as a professional livestock raiser. The BET attempted for
two consecutive nights an aversive conditioning operation of the bear with rubber bullets (over a
damaged pig carcass used as a bait)(see photos). Unfortunately the bear did not show up during
these two nights but the overall effect of the BET mobilisation, presence and efforts deployed was
positive upon the local inhabitants.
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